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The Only Green That Matters Is the Green in Your Pocket: Advocating for Renewable Energy in Red States

Noah Guiney*

Addressing the threat of climate change will require a large-scale transition from fossil fuel-generated power to renewable energy. However, climate change has been politicized in the United States to such an extent that many states’ lawmakers resist embracing wind and solar power for the simple reason that it is favored by liberals. Fortunately, there are now economic as well as environmental reasons why republican lawmakers should encourage solar and wind sectors in their states. This Note looks at how two traditionally “red” states—Texas and Arizona—have engaged with renewable energy. As this Note shows, Texas embraced wind power because it created jobs, improved reliability and lowered residents’ energy bills. In Arizona, despite the size of the solar industry in the state, solar power remains controversial, in large part because most of the power is exported to California, giving little direct benefit to ordinary Arizonans. The Note concludes by arguing that renewable energy advocates should focus on the economic good that the industry can do in states that are traditionally skeptical of climate change.
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INTRODUCTION

In the winter of 2015, about six months before my wife and I moved to California, Boston experienced the worst winter in recorded history. Five consecutive weeks saw five consecutive blizzards, and by the end of March the city had suffered through 108.6 inches of snow.\(^1\) I did not mind the freezing walks to the train station or the squelching of the snow as it leaked into my boots. But I felt that winter in my bank account.

In 2016, Massachusetts got 66 percent of its energy from natural gas-fired power plants.\(^2\) This gas travels through the same pipelines as the gas used to heat over 50 percent of the homes in the state.\(^3\) Every winter this causes a shortage, and as temperatures drop electricity prices skyrocket.\(^4\) Consumers across the country can relate to my experience, and the majority of them do not have the luxury of thinking in the abstract about energy prices. For many, a winter price hike is not a talking point. It means a scaled-back Christmas, or a decision about which rooms in your apartment to heat at night.

Despite the worries of everyday ratepayers, many advocates think about environmental issues from a global perspective. And some of the issues facing today’s environmentalists are global in scope. For example, the United States’ recent decision to withdraw from the Paris Climate Accord threatens to undo the first planet-wide agreement on fighting climate change.\(^5\)

However, just because the problems are global does not mean that the solutions have to be as well. What many environmental advocates fail to realize is that everyday, local issues present a financial opportunity to create environmental change. Take Massachusetts: ratepayers in the Bay State are subjected to price hikes for the simple reason that too much of their energy comes from natural gas power plants.\(^6\) If many of those plants were replaced by wind

---

farms and solar plants, that fuel shortage would be much less pronounced. In other words, ratepayers have both economic and environmental reasons to invest in renewable energy.

Just as environmental opportunity is local, so too are the mechanisms for taking advantage of it. State and regional lawmakers set much of the United States’ energy policy, responding to the problems of their constituents. And in every state there is legislation that, at least on some level, empowers states and state agencies to think critically about energy rates. While many politicians are skeptical of the threat of climate change, all politicians are receptive to the economic wellbeing of their constituents. Instead of trying to convince lawmakers of the environmental virtues of green energy, environmental advocates should focus on the economic benefits of renewable energy to ratepayers. This Note will show that political messaging that focuses on the economic benefits of renewable energy is the best way to promote renewable energy-friendly policies, even in conservative states. In particular, this Note uses state-level case studies to show the importance of messaging: Texas, as an example of the right way to sell renewable energy in conservative states, and Arizona, as the wrong way to sell renewable energy in conservative states. Further, this Note will use California as a case study to show how renewable energy affects the wholesale prices of electricity.

I. THE IMPORTANCE OF MESSAGING: THE PARIS CLIMATE ACCORD

It is a truism in politics that the way you sell something can be more important than the thing you are selling. America’s relationship with climate science is a reminder of that fact.

The debate over climate change in America has two sides that map imperfectly over the country’s partisan divide. On one side there are people and states, generally with Democratic politics and governments, who support policies aimed at mitigating the risks of global warming. The other side is made up of those—often identifying as Republican—who see these policies as an impediment to economic growth. Both sides have only become more

7. See, e.g., Regional Wholesale Markets: December 2016, supra note 4.
entrenched in their ideas about climate change as the political landscape in the United States has become more partisan; views on climate change are now often litmus test issues for politicians.12

As climate change policy has become more about politics than science,13 the role of messaging in climate change policy has become more important. And there is perhaps no one whose rhetoric has had a greater impact on energy policy in the United States today than President Donald Trump. On the campaign trail he pledged early and often to withdraw from the Paris Climate Accord, one of the signature diplomatic achievements of his predecessor, President Barack Obama.14 To do so President Trump tapped into the “jobs versus the environment” argument that has characterized the debate for decades.15 However, he did so more aggressively—and arguably with more success—than climate-skeptic Republicans have done in the past. For example, he repeatedly argued against the “war on coal” and positioned himself as the protector of blue-collar coal miners against the evils of governmental environmental regulation.16 He attacked the science behind these environmental policies, insisting that climate change was a “hoax” perpetrated by the Chinese as a way to make American businesses less competitive,17 further building on the anti-intellectual rhetoric that had become prevalent in conservative discourse about global warming.18

All of these arguments came to a head when President Trump announced that the United States was withdrawing from the Paris Climate Accord on June 1, 2017.19 Trump justified his withdrawal by saying that he “was elected to represent the citizens of Pittsburgh, not Paris,” and that the American people had to be protected against the “draconian” measures of the international deal.20 The reference to Pittsburgh was a clear nod to the working class; the city was one of

13. Id.
15. Id.
19. See Shear, supra note 5.
20. Id.
the great centers of American industry during the first half of the twentieth century. As Obama-Democrats are seen as out-of-touch international elites by many Trump voters, the President’s mention of Paris was also a coded reference. Thus, Trump successfully painted the Paris Climate Accord as an attempt by an international group of politicians and their cronies to swindle Americans out of their hard-earned cash. The fact that the Accord was about global warming was irrelevant.

If climate science was meaningless to President Trump’s decision to pull out of the Paris Climate Accord, and insignificant for his audience, then it does not make sense for green energy advocates to put climate science at the center of their arguments. Instead, they should focus on ways to make renewable energy fit within the “jobs and economy” rhetorical framework already established by Republican lawmakers. Fortunately, renewable energy advocates may do so easily. Renewable energy has shown itself to be a giant economic boon in the states that have embraced it by creating jobs and lowering energy prices. If there is one lesson that environmentalists learn from the fight over the Paris Climate Accord, it should be that the people who find climate science convincing have already been convinced. Now, the focus should be on making economic arguments to convince the rest.

II. OVERVIEW OF RENEWABLE ENERGY

Before this Note explores the messaging around renewable energy deployment, it is important to understand the way renewable energy works and how it fits into the American energy market. Twenty-five percent of the carbon dioxide that humans pour into the atmosphere comes from energy production and home heating, making it the largest single source of emissions worldwide. Any efforts that aim to limit global warming must involve a significant, worldwide shift from fossil fuel generated power to renewable energy sources. Increasingly, renewable energy has come to mean wind and solar power.

21. See generally STEFAN LORANT, PITTSBURGH: THE STORY OF AN AMERICAN CITY (5th ed. 1999) (tracing Pittsburgh’s frontier beginnings to its growth into one of the most heavily industrialized cities in the world).


23. It is interesting to note that President Trump’s rationale for withdrawing from the Paris Climate Accord is very similar to his reasons for opposing the North American Free Trade Association and the Trans-Pacific Partnership, both of which are free trade deals that the President thinks unfairly hurt American workers. See Gregory Krieg, Donald Trump’s Art of Undoing the Deal, CNN (Oct. 6, 2017), http://www.cnn.com/2017/10/06/politics/donald-trump-ending-deals/index.html.


25. Solar and wind power offer the opportunity to generate power without the negative environmental consequences associated with hydroelectric dams. For an overview of the greenhouse gas emissions related to hydroelectric power, see Nathan Barros et al., Carbon Emission from Hydroelectric Reservoirs Linked to Reservoir Age and Latitude, 4 NATURE GEOSCIENCE 593, 594–96 (2011).
In many ways wind power is more of a traditional energy source than solar. Much like coal or natural gas-fired power plants, wind farms are generally located out of sight of most energy customers and can produce large amounts of energy.\(^{26}\) Further, as there are no fuel costs associated with generating wind power, this energy can be extraordinarily cheap—some Texas utilities give away their energy for free at night because wind generation is so plentiful.\(^{27}\) These benefits have led to vast investments in wind generation, and in 2017 the sector produced 6.3 percent of the nation’s electricity, making it the second most prevalent form of renewable energy, behind hydropower.\(^{28}\)

Wind power does come with its drawbacks, however. Turbines can only generate power when the wind is blowing, making wind an unreliable source of baseline power, at least when not connected to an energy storage system.\(^{29}\) Wind farms themselves can be incredibly expensive to build. This is especially true for offshore wind farms,\(^{30}\) which, while popular in Europe, have faced many hurdles to deployment in the United States.\(^{31}\) Finally, wind farms often run into local resistance of siting that plagues other large-scale developments.\(^{32}\) While property owners might like cheap, clean energy, many do not like to be able to see where it comes from.\(^{33}\)

Solar power complements wind power, and addresses many of wind’s shortcomings. For example, while there have been some utility-scale solar developments in the United States,\(^{34}\) a significant fraction of the industry has comprised of rooftop solar, where homeowners armed with government

---


32. See id.


subsidies buy solar panels to power their own properties. However, like wind power, solar power is intermittent; photovoltaic cells can only generate electricity when the sun is shining, making solar panels a poor source of baseline power when not connected to an energy storage unit. Perhaps more importantly, large numbers of solar panels distributed across thousands of homes offer large, systemic challenges to utilities. Most rooftop solar units are subsidized using net metering programs, which allow homeowners to sell the excess power generated by their panels back to the grid. This presents a problem, as utilities must service the lines connecting these houses to the grid while collecting very little revenue from them. This has caused some industry experts to worry that net metering might lead to a "death spiral" where the costs of maintaining the grid are pushed onto fewer and fewer ratepayers.

Renewable power is an imperfect replacement for fossil fuel generation. However, renewables can offer significant economic benefits to both utilities and ratepayers. Neither wind nor solar require fuel to produce energy, which means that the cost of renewable generation is not dependent on the cost of the underlying fuel. This is especially relevant in colder states where natural gas is an important source of both electricity and home heating, and freezing temperatures drive up demand for both during the winter. Further, renewable energy benefits from generous incentives of both the state and federal level.

While these incentives used to be crucially important for getting renewable energy benefits from generous incentives of both the state and federal level.

The Interdependence of Electricity and Natural Gas: Current Factors and Future Prospects, 25 ELECTRICITY J. 6, 7 (2012), https://ac.els-cdn.com/S1040619120008991-s2.0-S1040619120008999-main.pdf?_tid=96dc4cbe-f2d2-4b5a-a980-9927340246dd&acdnat=1563031946_11ace6466dd690f10f5c74ad89c20224982


energy projects off the ground, the technology has advanced so that in many parts of the country utility-scale renewable projects are cost competitive on their own.43

III. U.S. ENERGY POLICY

American energy policy is a jumbled mix of state and federal law,44 developed over time and reflective of changing views of the government’s role in the energy sector. It includes massive agencies that are testaments to New Deal-era federal interventions, like the Tennessee Valley Authority, as well as modern, state-led organizations, like the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, which runs a carbon cap-and-trade scheme in the Northeast.45 While energy providers across the country have the luxury of selling their power to captive markets, they also have to deal with a constellation of regulators of varying sizes and scopes, who can change the rules at any time.46

To make sense of this landscape, it is important to understand how the energy market is structured. Much like other consumer products, energy can be traded on the wholesale market or the retail market.47 The wholesale energy market is where utilities buy their power from power plants; the retail market is where ratepayers buy power from the utilities.48 Both markets are regulated separately, and the government bodies charged with overseeing them have different goals.49

A. The Wholesale Market

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), housed within the Department of Energy, is tasked with ensuring that the wholesale market runs smoothly.50 One of its main concerns is that there is enough energy generation to meet demand, and that the markets operate in a fair, nondiscriminatory

43. Diane Cardwell, Solar and Wind Energy Start to Win on Price vs. Conventional Fuels, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 23, 2014), https://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/24/business/energy-environment/solar-and-wind-energy-start-to-win-on-price-vs-conventional-fuels.html?_r=0 (“Those prices were made possible by generous subsidies that could soon diminish or expire, but recent analyses show that even without those subsidies, alternative energies can often compete with traditional sources.”).


46. See Wiseman et. al., supra note 44.

47. Id.

48. Id.

49. Id.

manner. Originally, utilities operated every aspect of the energy generation process, from the power plants to the transmission lines to the meters outside of customers’ houses. In the wake of the global oil price spike caused by Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990, Congress passed the Energy Policy Act of 1992, which gave FERC the power to create a wholesale energy market. FERC did so in the late 1990s with a series of rules that allowed utilities to spin off their power plants and allow independent electricity providers to sell their power to consumers. Subsequent FERC rules empowered states to create organizations that oversaw these newly deregulated markets. These are called Independent Service Operators (ISOs) or Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs).

Some ISOs only serve one state, such as the California ISO (CAISO), or the Electric Reliability Council of Texas. Others serve entire regions, like ISO New England, which serves all of New England. Other regions have decided not to take advantage of the authority granted to them by the FERC rules and do not have an ISO or RTO that handles the planning and oversight of their wholesale energy markets. In these areas, utilities enter into bilateral contracts with power plants without the oversight of a regional planning body. Energy sold on the wholesale market that is not controlled by a prior contract with a utility can be bought two ways: through the day-ahead market, where energy for the following day sold, and the real-time market, where energy is bought and sold throughout the day when it will be used. The day-ahead market helps to correct for price volatility by allowing utilities to buy electricity before an


60. See id.

anticipated price spike, and the real-time market allows utilities to correct for any inaccurate energy forecasts. Roughly two-thirds of the United States’ population gets their energy through regulated wholesale markets.

ISOs and RTOs take a whole host of actions to ensure that consumers have a reliable source of energy, and that they will continue to do so well into the future. The most common is holding forward-capacity auctions. These auctions are a planning exercise designed to ensure that there is enough energy being generated to meet future demand—in other words, that the grid has enough generating capacity to ensure that population and economic growth will not lead to blackouts. The process is relatively straightforward. The ISO, using current demand and growth estimates, predicts how much energy would be required to power the grid at some future point—the New England ISO, for example, makes projections three years into the future. It then sets a high baseline price, meant to represent what the utilities would pay power plants to generate electricity. This higher price represents the price at which every power generator capable of powering the regional grid would make a profit. At each round of the auction, the ISO lowers the price, causing inefficient or expensive power plants to drop out. The auction ends when the energy being profitably generated does not exceed demand. This price then becomes the baseline price that utilities can charge power plants for their energy in three years. Not all ISOs hold these auctions, but all engage in some form of forward planning exercises.

62. Id.
64. See Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Order No. 2000, supra note 56.
Woo et al., supra, at 300.
66. See Woo et al., supra note 65, at 300.
67. Id. at 301.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Id.
73. See Forward Capacity Market, supra note 68.
74. See James, supra note 72.
Forward capacity auctions are a crucial planning tool because they allow utilities and power generators to predict their costs and profits years into the future. They also serve as a useful signaling mechanism. High baseline prices set by forward capacity auctions tell energy providers that they could make a profit if they opened another power plant in the region—thereby achieving the ISO’s goal of ensuring the reliability of the grid.75

B. The Retail Market

Unlike wholesale energy customers, most retail customers do not have a choice in who they can buy their power from.76 In most states, ratepayers are still required to buy their power from utilities that have a regulated monopoly over a certain geographic area.77 Therefore, for most Americans, their energy bill is determined by regulatory forces as opposed to the free market.78 However, some states do allow what is called “Retail Choice,” where energy providers can compete for customers, as opposed to have their customers chosen for them by geography. Retail Choice is especially popular in the Northeast.79 Further, some states draw a distinction between regular household customers and major industrial ones. For example, Georgia only allows Retail Choice for commercial and industrial customers with loads of 900 kilowatts or higher.80

In states without Retail Choice, the prices that utilities can charge their customers are regulated by state public utilities commissions. These commissions set the retail prices by engaging in a cost of service analysis, which sets the prices that utilities can charge ratepayers at a certain percentage of the costs the utility bore in procuring the energy.81 These analyses are conducted in quasi-judicial proceedings in front of the public utility commission called rate cases, designed to provide due process to utilities, investors, and consumers.82 In states with Retail Choice the price paid by ratepayers is determined on the free market, although energy providers must still get permission from the relevant state regulators before they can offer their services to the public.83

The operation of the wholesale and retail energy markets do provide transparency in the cost of electricity. However, the separation of the markets makes it very difficult to directly connect the impact of an additional power plant

76. Morey & Kirsch, supra note 63.
77. Id.
78. See id.
79. Id. at 4 fig.1.
80. Id. at 1 n.1.
82. Id. at vii–viii.
83. See id.
on the rates eventually paid by customers. For example, while forward capacity auctions allow the public to see how building a new wind farm in an area might affect the baseline cost that a utility would pay for the farm’s energy, there is no direct way of measuring how that wind farm would affect a family’s energy bill.

IV. THE CONSERVATIVE CASE FOR GREEN ENERGY

As the previous subpart shows, the government, on both the state and federal levels, is intimately involved in setting energy prices. This means that the political ideology of specific lawmakers and regulators at state agencies can have more impact on local energy policy than on the market price of generation. Therefore, many people would expect that Democrats, with their reputation for environmental advocacy and large-scale government intervention, would be more proactive in setting policies that encourage green energy generation and energy efficiency than their Republican counterparts. However, this is not always the case. Many deeply red states, such as Texas and Iowa, have enacted energy policies that are more commonly associated with the Democrats. Why is this?

Scholars David Hess, Quan Mai, and Kate Brown determined that when stripped of their politically-charged rhetoric, many environmental policies actually fit neatly into a traditional conservative framework. For example, bills that support energy efficiency, especially in government-owned buildings, fit nicely into an ideological framework that supports lower government costs and taxpayer advocacy. Similarly, tax credits for solar power generation generally gain support from conservative lawmakers because they result in lower taxes for business, which in turn encourages economic growth.

Hess, Mai, and Brown examined three data sets to back up their assertions. First, they looked at voting records in all fifty state legislatures on all renewable energy and energy efficiency bills from 2004–2015. Second, they conducted interviews with state lawmakers, asking them about their support for certain renewable energy policies and the rationales behind them. They also looked at which bills were able to win support, and which ones were not. The results are illuminating. According to the authors, conservative lawmakers across the country said that “limiting the role of government, limiting government

---

84. See supra Part III.B.
85. See infra Part VI.
87. Id. at 25.
88. Id.
89. Id.
90. Id. at 22.
91. Id.
92. Id.
mandates, reducing regulations, reducing cost burdens on consumers and the private sector, and supporting the needs of the private sector” are important factors that they consider when deciding to support a given bill.93

Just as importantly, appeals to these sorts of rationales can be persuasive, especially in the face of initial conservative opposition. One example comes from the fight to create a Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Program in Colorado, a state that has strong and entrenched Democratic and Republican political constituencies.94 PACE programs offer building owners government loans, at a low interest rate, so that they can pay for environmentally-friendly upgrades that promote energy efficiency, renewable energy, or water conservation.95 Initially, many conservative lawmakers in Colorado were skeptical of the PACE bill, because it seemed to be a program that increased government intervention in the private sector.96 Proponents of the bill overcame this opposition in two ways. First, they amended the bill to account for the concerns of banks, who saw the PACE program as a government push into their line of business.97 Second, they framed it as a pro-business bill that allowed business to hedge against the risk of future energy cost increases.98 Once this seemingly environmental bill was framed as one that leveled the playing field for private industry, it was able to overcome conservative opposition.99

Major renewable energy projects can similarly overcome conservative opposition if they are sold correctly. Advocates should focus on how investing in renewables will save businesses and homeowners money in the long run. Hess and his coauthors have shown that conservative lawmakers care about lowering costs for ratepayers and will even vote for legislation that increases government intervention if it is explained in a pro-business way.100 The experiences of Texas and Arizona—neither of which can be described as a haven for coastal liberalism—show that renewable energy investments can indeed be good for ratepayers’ bank accounts.101 However, to make the case that renewable energy investments can fit into a traditionally conservative economic mindset, advocates need the data to show that increasing wind and solar power can actually lower rates for citizens and businesses. Luckily, the experience of California shows just that.

93.  Id. at 25.
94.  Id.
96.  Hess et al., supra note 86, at 25.
97.  Id.
98.  Id.
99.  Id.
100. Id. at 24–25.
101. See infra Part VI.
V. UNDERSTANDING HOW RENEWABLES FIT INTO THE ENERGY GRID: CALIFORNIA

California deserves its reputation as a national leader in renewable energy. The state legislature has, time and again, passed renewable energy standards that are far more ambitious than ones found in other parts of the country—the latest being Senate Bill 350, which will require state utilities to procure 50 percent of their electricity from renewable sources by 2030.102 The State’s energy sector has done its best to keep up with the Legislature’s enthusiasm for renewables. In 2017, 30 percent of the Golden State’s power came from renewable sources.103 Most of that came from solar and wind, but that number includes hydropower, biogas, and geothermal power as well.104 For the most part, both the voters and the legislature in California have been convinced by the science of climate change.105 Therefore, California does not tell us much about the political messaging around renewable energy. However, California experience reveals a lot about the economic effects of a large and diverse renewable energy portfolio.

California is one of three states, along with Texas and New York, that enjoys the benefits of having its own Independent System Operator to run its wholesale energy market, and the California ISO provides public information about the state’s energy grid.106 For example, real time pricing data is published online, allowing both energy industry professionals and researchers to see how wholesale price fluctuates throughout the day at each of the grid’s nodes.107 Despite this transparency, it is still very difficult to find data that connects the wholesale price regulated by the ISO to the retail price paid by the end user.108 There are many reasons for this. First, the node price measured the cost of all the electricity flowing through that node; if power from both a natural gas plant and a solar plant are coming through the same node, then it is impossible to see which source is driving that price either up or down.109 Further, despite the robust futures markets for electricity in California, over 90 percent of all the demand in the state is met by power purchase agreements between utilities and

104. Id.
108. See Id.
109. Id.
generators. Accessing these privately negotiated power purchase agreements can often be difficult.

Luckily, some researchers have been able to use California ISO’s publicly available information to craft sophisticated models that can measure the effect of individual power sources on the state’s wholesale energy price. The results are encouraging. A team led by Professor Woo of the Hong Kong Institute of Education, in a paper funded in part by the Sacramento Municipal Utility District, found that adding an additional one thousand megawatts of solar power to the grid could lower the wholesale energy price on the day-ahead market up to $5.30 a megawatt hour. A similar increase of wind power could lower the wholesale price up to $3.40 a megawatt hour, and Southern California could expect to see similar wholesale price decreases with the addition of either wind or solar power.

Perhaps the most exciting thing about this study is that, because it is based on observations of energy prices at CAISO nodes, it takes into account the reality of California’s energy market as it existed in 2015. For example, additional renewable energy resources are predicted to lower the wholesale energy price, despite the downward pressure on prices expected to result from historically low natural gas prices. Further, the added wind and solar power would be added on top of the state’s preexisting renewable resources.

Because of the regulations that utilities in California operate under, these wholesale savings should be passed on to retail consumers. Every three years, the major electricity utilities have to undergo a rate case in front of the California Public Utilities Commission, where they justify the rates that they charge their consumers. These rates are required to be “just and reasonable,” and these charges must be based in part on the cost the utilities bear in procuring this

---

111. See, e.g., Woo et al, supra note 65.
112. Id. at 309.
113. Id.
114. Id.
115. Id. at 310.
116. See id. at 301. While the wholesale market predictions Woo makes in his paper are specific to California, he has found reason to predict that additional renewable resources will lower wholesale energy prices in other parts of the country as well, including the Pacific Northwest. See Chi-Keung Woo et al., The Impact of Wind Generation on Wholesale Electricity Prices in the Hydro-Rich Pacific Northwest, 28 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER SYS. 4245, 4250 (2013). Other researchers have seen similar effects in the PJM ISO, which covers much of the Eastern Seaboard in between New Jersey and Virginia, and stretches as far inland as Ohio and Eastern Kentucky. See Hugo A. Gil & Jeremy Lin, Wind Power and Electricity Prices at the PJM Market, 28 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER SYS. 3945, 3952 (2013).
117. CAL. PUB. UTIL. CODE § 728.1(b) (2018).
118. Id. § 739(d)(2).
electricity. Therefore, by definition, a lowering of the wholesale cost of power generation must be reflected in the rates that consumers pay.

California cannot tell us much about how to sell renewable energy to climate-change skeptics. But the Golden State offers a clear example of how increasing the amount of renewable energy deployed can lower the marginal wholesale price in power, and that this change happens even after a state has installed an impressive amount of renewable power and is benefitting from historically low natural gas prices. These lessons translate across the United States, regardless of a region’s specific geography and energy mix.

VI. CASE STUDIES

While California tells us about the economics of renewable energy, Texas and Arizona tell us far more about how to sell these benefits to conservative political constituencies.

A. Texas

Many people would be surprised that Texas is the nation’s leader in onshore wind power, given the Lone Star State’s reputation as an oil and gas state. But Texas produces more wind power than any other state in the Union, and more than the next three states combined. The reason why is simple; it makes economic sense to do so.

Texas’s large, windy plains make it well suited for wind power. In fact, some of the country’s earliest research into the feasibility of wind power was conducted by researchers at West Texas State University in the 1970s. However, the industry only took off after government interventions at both the federal and state levels. In 1992, Congress passed the first Renewable Energy Production Tax Credit, which was aimed at incentivizing the development of green energy resources. The credit was only meant to last for ten years, but it has been renewed and expanded many times, most recently in 2015. On the state level, in 1999 Texas Governor George W. Bush signed the state’s first

119. Id. § 739.9(e).
120. See Woo et al., supra note 65, at 309.
125. Renewable Energy Production Tax Credit (PTC), supra note 124.
126. Id.
Renewable Portfolio Standard, which was amended in 2005. This legislation set a goal of ten thousand megawatts of renewable energy capacity by 2025, which the state’s wind industry surpassed in 2010.

The state government has also been proactive in incentivizing the construction of transmission lines to connect the wind farms in West Texas to major cities like Dallas, Houston, and Austin. Constructing these lines, called the Competitive Renewable Energy Zones (CREZ) transmission project, cost almost $7 billion and was largely completed by December 2013. Governor Rick Perry was a major advocate for the transmission line project and the fee that paid for it. Perry explained his rationale for supporting wind power in the state by explaining that “wind development in Texas was never about climate change—it was about economic development and diversifying our portfolio.”

It is important to note that wind power policies are not universally loved in Texas. For example, CREZ attracted a lot of opposition from the landowners who would have to host the actual transmission lines. But these localized complaints could not overcome the tide of positive news stories related to the wind power boom. For every complaint from a disgruntled landowner, there was a story about school districts getting new football stadiums and academic complexes in West Texas, or ranchers using rent from wind turbines to supplement their incomes. As one rancher told NPR, “[f]or a land owner, a ranching family to have . . . the opportunity to have a wind turbine or a solar farm, it may well mean that another generation can remain on the land.”

The message that wind power is an unalloyed economic good for Texas has been hard for opponents of the industry to counter. When the small town of Georgetown, Texas signed a deal to be powered almost exclusively by wind power, City Manager Jim Briggs justified the choice in purely economic terms: “We didn’t

127. AM. WIND ENERGY ASS’N, supra note 124.
128. Id.
130. Id.; see also 16 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 25.174 (2018).
131. Shapiro, supra note 121.
134. Id.
136. See Shapiro, supra note 121.
137. Id.
do this to save the world—we did this to get a competitive rate and reduce the risk for our consumers.”

Texas has gained an enormous economic benefit from its investments in wind power—and given the wind resources in Texas, it would have been irresponsible of the Texas legislature to not pursue wind the way that it has. The American Wind Energy Association estimates that the state’s wind sector has created over 22,000 direct and indirect jobs in the state as of 2016. Further, wind power generators pay over $60 million a year in lease payments to landowners in West Texas, most of whom are farmers, and some of whom would not be able to keep their land without the income from wind turbine leases. The wind power industry has also catalyzed the growth of secondary industries. There are now forty manufacturing companies in Texas aimed at servicing the State’s wind power providers.

Just as importantly, the state’s wind power revolution has also been a boon to ordinary ratepayers. To understand why, it is first important to understand the regulatory framework in which Texas’s energy market operates. Texas took advantage of the deregulation of the wholesale energy markets and set up an ISO called the Electric Reliability Council of Texas. The retail market is governed by the Public Utilities Commission of Texas (“Texas PUC”). Texas is a Retail Choice state, and the Texas PUC has instituted many rules to protect customers from high energy bills. These include rules requiring utilities to publicize their rates so that ratepayers are aware of better energy deals, a legislatively mandated code of conduct for utilities and their affiliates, and a law that prohibits unauthorized charges being levied by utilities against ratepayers. But by far the most important of these is the cost of service rule, which, with the exception of a few legislative exemptions like the fee for CREZ, limits the rates to cover only “allowable expenses” incurred by the utility, as well as a “reasonable rate of return.” “Allowable expenses” include taxes levied on the utilities, the costs associated with procuring energy, and the administrative costs
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borne by the utilities such as salaries and pensions. Fuel costs, such as the cost of buying coal or natural gas for power plants, can also be included in the “allowable expenses” analysis.

In other words, if the cost of power that the utility pays on the wholesale power market goes down, then Texas law requires that the retail rates the utility charges go down as well. Wind power has already been doing this in the Prairie States—roughly the area from North Dakota down to Oklahoma. According to the Department of Energy’s 2016 Wind Technologies Market Report, the cost to wind power in this region can fall as low as $20 per megawatt-hour. This translates to roughly two cents per kilowatt-hour, which is well below the approximately thirteen cents per kilowatt hour that the average American residential customer pays for his or her electricity. Woo, the researcher whose models showed that wind and solar power could lower the marginal wholesale cost of power in California, found similar results when he and his team examined Texas. Woo estimated that an increase of one hundred megawatts of wind power could lower the wholesale energy price by anywhere from $1.40 per megawatt-hour to $4.40 per megawatt-hour, depending on where in Texas the power is being sold.

The decrease in the wholesale price of power in Texas corresponds with the wind power boom and the completion of the CREZ project, which allowed that power to come to market. The rules and regulations of the Texas PUC explicitly ties the cost of power on the wholesale market to the rates that utilities can charge their customers. The connection is clear. In Texas at least, renewable energy has been a boon to ratepayers, and has made electricity more affordable. This protects ratepayers and lowers the costs of business in the Lone Star state—both of which are stated conservative objectives. However, these sorts of renewable energy success stories would not have been possible if wind power was not sold as a boon to ordinary Texans. Framing renewable energy in terms of economic development can be enormously effective in
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convincing Republican lawmakers to embrace it.\textsuperscript{162} As the next case study shows, even states that have a natural wealth of renewable energy resources might not take full advantage of them if the messaging around the industry is not effective.

\textbf{B. Arizona}

Arizona, like Texas, has an abundance of renewable energy resources—\textsuperscript{163} in the words of former governor Janet Napolitano, Arizona’s large tracks of sunny desert could make it the “Persian Gulf of solar energy.”\textsuperscript{164} But while Arizona has become a national leader in utility-scale solar, it has not invested as heavily in renewables as Texas has.\textsuperscript{165} Messaging around solar power in the state could help explain why.

Arizona is a relative latecomer to solar power.\textsuperscript{166} However, the State under the governorship of Democrat Janet Napolitano made a concerted push to install more solar capacity, spurred in part by a 2007 Arizona Department of Commerce study that found that Arizona could install one thousand megawatts of solar energy by 2020.\textsuperscript{167} The years after 2010 saw the development of some of the nation’s largest utility-sized solar power plants in the Grand Canyon State.\textsuperscript{168} The Agua Caliente Solar Project was completed in 2014, which produces 290 megawatts of energy, making it the largest solar power plant in North America at the time.\textsuperscript{169} Arizona is now home to even bigger solar power plants—the first phase of the Mesquite Solar Project, generating 150 megawatts of power, was completed in 2011, and the plant has been slowly expanded since then, so that it now generates around four hundred megawatts.\textsuperscript{170}

Despite the size of these plants, Arizona’s citizens do not directly benefit from them because almost all of their power is exported out of the state.\textsuperscript{171} For example, Pacific Gas and Electric signed a twenty-five-year contract to buy all of the power from the Agua Caliente plant for the utility’s customers in California.\textsuperscript{172} Mesquite Solar Project also sells the power from its first unit to
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Pacific Gas and Electric, and sells the power from its second unit to Southern California Edison, another large California utility. The expansion of Mesquite will not benefit Arizonans either—the electricity from the third unit, which was completed in 2016, is sold to the United States Army and Navy to power bases in California. The savings Arizona ratepayers are missing out on might well be significant. While the cost of power agreed on in the Agua Caliente and Mesquite contracts is not publicly available, a recently finished one-hundred megawatt solar plant in Arizona agreed to sell its power to the utility Tucson Electric Power for less than three cents per kilowatt hour. To put this into perspective, the average American ratepayer pays around thirteen cents per kilowatt-hour for their electricity. These energy savings would be passed on to Arizona customers by the normal operation of the state’s energy market.

The Grand Canyon State’s wholesale power market does not enjoy the benefit of an ISO or RTO—in fact, many Arizona utilities own much of the power stations generating electricity for the state—but the wholesale cost of energy that utilities pay is still an important component of the rates charged on the retail market. Retail energy costs charged by utilities have to be approved by the Arizona Corporation Commission, the body that regulates the state’s power section, during a quasi-judicial rate case. The rates charged by utilities are required to be “just and reasonable,” and the Commission is required by statute to use the competitive market to determine what would be a “just and reasonable” rate. Further, any rate increase requested by a utility has to be based in part on a cost of service analysis. Therefore, just as in Texas, an influx of cheap renewables would put downward pressure on the rates that utilities could charge their customers by law. Even without an ISO or an RTO, the market
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does not present an obstacle to increased solar generation and a corresponding drop in retail electricity prices.

As the Grand Canyon State’s experience with net metering shows, the barrier to installation is political, not economic. In 2009, Arizona created a net metering program to encourage homeowners to install solar panels on their roofs.\textsuperscript{183} Initially, the program did not have a cap on the amount of energy that a user could install, so long as it was less that 125 percent of the total amount of energy used by the customer.\textsuperscript{184} This changed after intense industry pressure in 2013, when the Arizona Corporation Commission voted to levy a roughly five-dollar-a-month fee on net metering customers.\textsuperscript{185} In 2016, the Corporation Commission voted to scrap net metering entirely and replace it with a much less generous “net billing” scheme, which limits the amount of money residents can get from their panels and locks in the rates utilities have to pay them.\textsuperscript{186}

All of these changes were pushed through after aggressive lobbying by Arizona’s utility companies, who see net metering as an unfair cost shift onto the utilities themselves and the customers who have not installed solar panels.\textsuperscript{187} A spokesman for the Arizona Public Service Company, one of the state’s largest utilities, went so far as to say that a proposed ballot initiative to preserve net metering was “a ridiculous attempt by California billionaires to get richer by forcing higher energy costs on Arizona consumers.”\textsuperscript{188} Many members of the Arizona Corporation Commission clearly seemed to find this sort of argument
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persuasive. The Commission, all of whose commissioners are elected and all of whom were Republicans in 2016, voted four to one to repeal net metering.\textsuperscript{189} As net metering programs provide a direct economic benefit to homeowners, one might assume that there would be a powerful, politically compelling reason for the elected members of the Commission to support it. The fact that they did not, in a near unanimous vote, shows the power of the utilities’ argument absent a clear and convincing economic counter narrative.

Much of the rhetorical strength of the utilities’ argument came from the idea that solar power raises the cost of energy for everyday Arizonans.\textsuperscript{191} Tuscon Electric Power’s ability to buy new utility solar power for three cents per kilowatt hour shows that is simply not true,\textsuperscript{192} but because almost all of Arizona’s solar power is exported out of state, Arizona voters do not see that reflected on their electricity bills. Had that not been the case, the utilities’ argument would have been much less convincing.

As Arizona’s experience makes clear, an abundance of renewable resources does not necessarily mean that a state will embrace them wholeheartedly. It also shows the importance of messaging in convincing rule makers and legislators to pursue green energy. Utility companies were able to tar net metering as benefitting “California billionaires” more than ordinary Arizonan’s because, in large part, regular ratepayers do not enjoy any of the benefits of the industry.\textsuperscript{193} Had more of the power from Arizona’s utility-grade solar plants been sold into the Arizona grid and by action of the market lowered Arizonan’s energy bills, solar energy advocates would likely have had an easier time countering the utilities’ argument.

CONCLUSION

Environmental activists have done an extraordinary job using science to convince approximately half of the country of the dangers of climate change, and of pushing policies that frame renewable energy as a way to fight that threat. Now, with President Donald Trump in the White House and the United States withdrawing from the Paris Climate Accord, I hope these same activists realize that everyone who found these arguments convincing has already been
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convinced. The next stage of environmentalists’ work has begun—proving to the rest of the country that embracing renewable energy will create jobs and save them money.

This argument is not disingenuous. States as diverse as California and Texas show us that renewable energy costs lower wholesale power prices, and the regulatory framework that governs the industry provides a way of translating these lower wholesale prices to retail price saving that normal citizens can enjoy. Activists should not pretend that renewable energy does not have an environmental justification. However, if your audience thinks that economic arguments are more convincing than environmental ones, it makes sense to focus on economic case for wind and solar power. Maybe in the future, the national debate around climate change will return to one based on shared consensus of the scientific facts. Until that time, a great deal of progress can be made if the debate is focused instead on the green that renewables can put back into people’s wallets.

We welcome responses to this Note. If you are interested in submitting a response for our online journal, Ecology Law Currents, please contact cse.elq@law.berkeley.edu. Responses to articles may be viewed at our website, http://www.ecologylawquarterly.org.